TECH NOTE

NANODRIVETM TECHNOLOGY
Where Innovation and Lighting Begin
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NanoDriveTM allows the LEDs to be at full power in 500 ns or less.

LED LIGHTS FEATURING NANODRIVETM TECHNOLOGY ARE SO FAST THAT THE TURN “ON” FOR
FULL POWER/INTENSITY IS NEGLIGIBLE WHEN CAMERAS IMAGE IN MICROSECONDS

L

ighting applications today require light sources to
reach full intensity in a shorter time to keep up with
faster image acquisition by high-speed cameras. To
meet this demand, Smart Vision Lights has developed
a driver capable of delivering full power to a light in 500
nanoseconds or less. The NanoDriveTM is designed to allow tens
of amps to reach the LEDs of the light within nanoseconds,
resulting in a light reaching its full LED power/light intensity
w ithin that time frame. This patent-pending technolog y
is featured in most new Multi-DriveT M and OverDriveT M
products developed by Smar t Vision Lights, star ting in
2019. Multi-DriveTM lights use a constant current drivera that
allows for continuous operation or OverDrive TM strobe mode.

HIGH-SPEED IMAGING
High-speed inspection requires fast image acquisition or a
short image exposure. Image acquisition requires lighting to be
strobed at a rapid rate, providing enough light to “freeze” an
image properly with little to no pixel blur. Lights built using
NanoDriveTM technology are able to rapidly reach full intensity
in nanoseconds when strobing, allowing for a very short image
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acquisition time and helping to minimize or remove ambient
lighting.
When using a high-speed camera, area scan and line scan
applications, such as hight speed inspection line, will benefits
form faster lighting.

HIGH NUMBER OF STROBES PER SECOND

Lights featuring NanoDriveTM allow for a very short image
acquisition time. The very short “On” time is comparable to
the “Off ” time of the light, allowing for an increase in the
amount of strobes the light can produce per second. When a
light featuring NanoDriveTM is configured to a 1 microsecond
pulse width and a 10% duty cycle, the light is capable of
100,000 strobes per second.
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OVERDRIVE TM LINE SCAN
High-speed, high-output lights are essential for line scan
applications. Smart Vision Lights recognizes this need and
is developing a line scan light able to operate in OverDriveTM
strobe mode. This first in the industry allows for higher
intensity output from a line scan light without overheating.
Combined with NanoDriveTM technology, Smart Vision Lights
line scan lights can be strobed up to 100,000 strobes per
second at their maximum output.

PRODUCTS FEATURING THE NANODRIVE TM

Figure 1

Starting in 2019, Smart Vision Lights is including the
NanoDriveTM technology in most new products equipped with
Multi-DriveTM and OverDriveTM. Multi-DriveTM allows for a
single light to use either continuous operation or OverDriveTM
strobe mode, depending on wiring configuration. Examples
of lights the NanoDriveTM technology include:
•
•
•
•

XR256-Fiber High-Speed Light
SXP80 Structured Light
LZE300 Linear Light
Line Scan Lights
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Smart Vision Lights is committed to being a lighting
innovator in the machine vision light and robotics.

Figure 2
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The scope image (figure 1) shows the triggering signal in
yellow and the light in cyan. The light reaching full intensity
in less than 500 nanoseconds of being powered on. The
SXP80 (figure 2) built-in Multi-DriveTM features NanoDriveTM
technology.
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